Awake surgery for glioblastoma can preserve independence level, but is dependent on age and the preoperative condition.
Lately, awake surgery has been frequently adapted for glioblastoma (GBM). However, even with awake surgery, the expected long-term independence levels may not be achieved. We studied the characteristics of independence levels in GBM patients, and investigated the usefulness and parameter thresholds of awake surgery from the standpoint of functional outcomes. Totally, 60 GBM patients (awake group, n = 30; general anesthesia group, n = 30) who underwent tumor resection surgery were included. We collected preoperative and 1- and 3-month postoperative Karnofsky Performance Status (KPS) scores, and analyzed causes of low KPS scores from the aspect of function, brain region, and clinical factors. Then, we focused on the operative method, and investigated the usefulness of awake surgery. Finally, we explored the parameter standards of awake surgery in GBM considering independence levels. Postoperative KPS were significantly lower than preoperative scores. Responsible lesions for low KPS scores were deep part of the left superior temporal gyrus and the right posterior temporal gyri that may be causes of aphasia and neuropsychological dysfunctions, respectively. Additionally, operative methods influenced on low independence level; long-term KPS scores in the awake group were significantly higher than those in the general anesthesia group, but they depended on age and preoperative KPS scores. Receiver operating characteristic curve analysis showed preoperative KPS = 90 and age = 62 years as the cutoff values for preservation of long-term KPS scores in awake group. Awake surgery for GBM is useful for preserving long-term independence levels, but outcomes differ depending on age and preoperative KPS scores.